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of the color display in the TLCfilm to be no more than a few
milliseconds. In this case, the Blm was heated by an

As stated in the previous section of this paper, the

aluminum foil exposed to still air. And this compares with

response time of the micro‑capsulated liquid crystal particle

values by Fergason2) for thermal time constants of

is another important factor for the application of this

cholesteric mixtures which are of the order of hundreds of

particles as a temperature tracer.

milliseconds. The response times applied in many studies

The effect that leads to a visible temperature phe‑

werp based on the results of their experiments respectively･

nomenon is a two‑step process. If we cause an instantaneous

In their studies the delay behavior is the traceability of color

change in the temperature of a chiral nematic liquid crystal,

to the change of temperature of the particle regarding the

the medium will have, ln general, a new pitch corresponding

molecular structure. And most of their results were for the

to a minimum free energyl)I It has been reported by

film containlng the microcapsulated liquid crystal particles.

Fergason2) that the shift of the peak wavelength in response

For the use of the micro‑capsulated liquid crystal particle

to a sudden change in temperature level occurs.with a time

itself as a temperature sensor in the suspending method, the

constant of O･l second in cholesteryl nonanoate and 0.2

heat capacity of the capsule itself should be regarded as an

second in cholesteryl oleyl carbonate･ McElderry,S3) result

important factor in predicting the time response of the

reports that the response time of the microcapsulated liquid

micro‑capsulated liquid crystal directly injected in a thermal

crystal particle is in the order of 0.1 to 0.2 second. The

8uid且ow. Without a new temperature sensor smaller than

considered time response was based on the result of thin

the particle, it is very dif丘cult to measure the time response

Blm tests in which the heat capacity of the capsule of the

of the microcapsulated liquid crystal itself. And therefore a

micro‑capsulated liquid crystal itself was not considered,

numerical simulation for the time response is considered in

The response of a丘lm of micro‑capsulated chiral nematic to

this study.

a rapidly increaslng Surface temperature was assessed by

Ireland et al･ 4)･ Rates of increase in temperature of greater
than 2000oC/sec were employed and experiments showed

2. TIME RESPONSE OF THE MICRO‑CAPSULATED
LIQUID CRYSTAL PARTICLE

the delay between the time at which the surface reaches the

Micro‑encapsulation5) is a unlque approach to protect the

steady state color display temperature, and the occurrence

liquid crystal from the environment. In this process minute
droplets of crystals are dispersed in an aqueous mixture of

♯Pohang University of Science and Technology, Pohang,

Korea
糊2nd Department, Institute oHndustrial Science, University

of Tokyo

gelatin and gum arabic. The liquid crystal is coated with

gelatin in a polyvlnyl alcohol binder. And since the specific
gravity of the micro‑capsulated liquid crystal is not equal to
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4/3 3rr3, the volume of an element･ A S+ and A S‑ are equal

outside: wate]

to 4 7rr2, the surface area of an element･ The sign + means
the left nodal point of the control volume of the calculation
grid impliciting the direction of the heat且ux is toward the
center of the particle and the slgn一meanS the opposite

direction, toward the outside of the particle･ The boundary
conditions of the center of the micro‑capsulated liquid
crystal particle, the boundary between the liquid crystal and
the capsule, and the boundary between the capsule and
outside of the capsule are able to be expressed as equations
(3), (4), and (5), respectively･

Figure･ 1 Structure of micro･capsulated liquid crystal
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Table 1 Physical properties of the particle･
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(4)

that offluid, a relative velocity may be exist, though small･

From these facts, the Reynolds number for the particle is

regarded very small, about 1 related to Kolmogrov scale･

pcp芸‑Å去(芸)

T品;I ‑T品S

(p CpAV)NS

̲

At

‑ (AgAsg)NS.1【

T貼1 ‑ TNnS'̲ll

Ar
(1)

] ‑A Sg a(蟻1‑Tf)
(5)

In the above equations, the subscript 1 means the center

considering the above facts, the heat transfer equation for

of the particle and the subscript 2 means the next grid point･

the micro‑capsulated liquid crystal particle in spherical

The A means the thermal conductivity the subscript g means

coordinate can be written as the equation (1)･ Figure 1

the gelatin layer, and the 1 means the layer of liquid crystal･

shows the schematic picture of the micro‑capsulated liquid

The super letter NL means the grid point on the boundary

crystal particle and its physical properties are shown on

between the liquid crystal and the gelatin layer･ The super

table 1. Thickness of the micro capsule is based on Parsely's

letter NS means the grid point on the boundary between the

data6)･ The physical properties of gelatin are reported on

gelatin layer and the surface of the particle･ The subscript f

the monthly report of agrlCultural and biological chemistry

means the fluid side containing the particle and α means the

reported by Kong7) and Sakiyama8)･ since the particle is

thermal diffusivity･ At this time, since the time response is

spherically symmetric, the equation (1) can be rewritten as

dependent upon the now Beld and the experimental

an one‑dimensional equation･ And the linear algebraic

conditions, namely, Nusselt number, the correct physical

equation of the reformed equation can be expressed as the

interpretation of the liquid crystal's transient behavior can

equation (2)･

be attained only through knowledge of the time response

い

behavior. In this study, Vliet's data9), equation (6) is used as

AV器‑中S･ 旦LAS一芸

the boundary condition between the capsule and the water･

∂r+

(2)

Here, r means the radius of the particle and A V is equal to
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be the experimental conditions･ From this丘gure, it can be

particle, a counteract for this problem can be adopted

said that the temperature error from the thermal inertia in

considering a new encapsulation technique that reduces the

the jet is about 0.080C in this case. This error is a kind of

thickness of the capsule and reduces the heat capacity of the

bias error for the temperature measurement while the

capsule itself by selecting another chemical alternative of

differences of the amplitudes on the frequency response

which heat capacity is smaller than gelatin･

(Manuscript received, May 22, 1995)

explained in advance is a random error for the temperature
fluctuation.
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